Marine Products
Cable sets only.

30A Ship-to-Shore Devices
30 Amp Cable Sets and Bulk Cable
Our 30A 125V cable set is packed with high performance details from
end to end that make a real difference. Completely factory pre-wired
with molded-on devices. Designed to coil easily and lay flat.
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30A 125V Cable Sets and Bulk Cable

30A 125V
NEMA L5-30R
UL/CSA

Description

Catalog Number

Yellow 50 ft. (15.2m) vinyl jacketed shore power cable set. #10 AWG is factory pre-wired
with molded-on devices. Connector end has non-metallic threaded sealing ring which
makes inlet/connector interface watertight.

HBL61CM08

Same as HBL61CM08 except 35 ft. (10.7m) in length.

HBL61CM05

Same as HBL61CM08 except 25 ft. (7.6m) in length.

HBL61CM03

Same as HBL61CM08 except in white in color.

HBL61CM08W

Same as HBL61CM05 except in white in color.

HBL61CM05W

Same as HBL61CM03 except in white in color.

HBL61CM03W

HBL61CM08
HBL61CM05
HBL61CM03

HBL61CM08W
HBL61CM05W
HBL61CM03W

Note: See page AA-8 for features and benefits.

30A Cable Sets with LED “Power-ON” Indicator
Description

Catalog Number

Yellow 50 ft. (15.2m) vinyl jacketed shore power cable set. #10 AWG is factory pre-wired
with molded-on devices. Connector end has non-metallic threaded sealing ring which
makes inlet/connector interface watertight.

HBL61CM08LED

Same as HBL61CM08LED except 35 ft. (10.7m) in length.

HBL61CM05LED

Same as HBL61CM08LED except 25 ft. (7.6m) in length.

HBL61CM03LED

Same as HBL61CM08LED except in white in color.

HBL61CM08WLED

Same as HBL61CM05LED except in white in color.

HBL61CM05WLED

Same as HBL61CM03LED except in white in color.

HBL61CM03WLED

Note: See page AA-8 for features and benefits.

HBL61CM08LED
HBL61CM05LED
HBL61CM03LED

Accessories
Description

Catalog Number

Yellow 250 ft. (76.2m) three conductor, #10 AWG type STW, PVC jacketed portable
cord with jute fillers for added flexibility. Ideal for making cable sets, extension cord,
and adapters that will not mark boat’s deck. 250 ft. (76.2m) lengths only.

YC310250

White 280 ft. (85.3m) three conductor, #10 AWG type STW, PVC jacketed portable
cord with jute fillers for added flexibility. Ideal for making cable sets, extension cord,
and adapters that will not mark boat’s deck. 280 ft. (85.3m) lengths only.

WC310280

Replacement non-metallic sealing ring for 30A cable sets and boots.

RPL30P*

YC310250

Note: *Not UL Listed.

RPL30P
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